35th Bermuda Open Karate Championships
Sunday, April 23, 2017

RESULTS
FORMS AND WEAPONS FORM

UNDERBELT MEN UNDER 40
1- ADE BUTTERFIELD
2- MICHAEL JOHNSON
3- JASON DEROZA
4- JOSHUA DEALLIE

UNDERBELT MEN OVER 40
1- DERYCK RAYMOND
2- PERRY MASON

UNDERBELT MEN GRANDCHAMPION
DERYCK RAYMOND

BLACK BELT MEN UNDER 40
1- KAELIN COX
2- GAVIN BISHOP
3- CHARLES-ANTHONY FOX

BLACK BELT MEN OVER 40
1- ANDRE JOSEPH
2- LYNWOOD RICHARDSON

BLACK BELT MEN GRANDCHAMPION
KAELIN COX

BLACK BELT MEN UNDER 40 WEAPONS
1- GAVIN BISHOP

BLACK BELT MEN OVER 40 WEAPONS
1- ANDRE JOSEPH

BLACK BELT MEN WEAPONS GRANDCHAMPION
GAVIN BISHOP

UNDERBELT WOMEN
1- JULIA PITT

BLACK BELT WOMEN OVER 40
1- ANDREA MCKEY
2- SUZANNE ERICKSON

BLACK BELT WOMEN OVER 40 WEAPONS
1- ANDREA MCKEY

Novice boys under 10
1- ETIENNE STRONG
2- DASH BAILEY
3- KHWAI MENDOZA

INTERMEDIATE BOYS GRANDCHAMPION
ETHAN ASHLEY

ADVANCED BOYS
1- ZACHARY BISHOP

INTERMEDIATE GIRLS UNDER 10
1- CALLAHJ SIMONS
2- CLARICE MAHABIR
3- ARIMA TURNER
4- CLOE BOTELHO

INTERMEDIATE GIRLS 10-15
1- DOMINIQUE BROWN
2- SARAH LAWRENCE

INTERMEDIATE GIRLS GRAND CHAMPION
CALLAHJ SIMONS

ADVANCED GIRLS 16-17
1- RYLEY MASON

BOYS WEAPONS UNDER 10
1- ZACHARY BISHOP

BOYS WEAPONS 10-15
1- KENTARO BEAN

GIRLS WEAPONS
1- DOMINIQUE BROWN

JUNIOR WEAPONS GRANDCHAMPION
KENTARO BEAN

SPARRING

BOYS 8-9
1- DAVONTE RICHARDSON
2- ASHTON EATHERLEY
3- JAHKEYO SEYMOUR
4- TRE SIMONS

BOKC 35
GIRLS 8-9
1-ENZI JOHNSTON

BOYS 10-11
1-KALLAN TODD
2-DWAYNE MINORS
3-DEKADA GILBERT

GIRLS 10-11
1-DOMINIQUE BROWN

GIRLS 16-17
1-RYLEY MASON

MEN UNDER 40
1-KAELIN COX

MEN OVER 40
1-LYNWOOD RICHARDSON